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ABSTRACT In this study, a survival analysis of the time to death caused by coronavirus disease 2019 is
presented. The analysis of a dataset from the East Asian region with a focus on data from the Philippines
revealed that the hazard of time to death was associated with the symptoms and background variables of
patients. Machine learning algorithms, i.e., dimensionality reduction and boosting, were used along with
conventional Cox regression. Machine learning algorithms solved the diverging problem observed when
using traditional Cox regression and improved performance bymaximizing the concordance index (C-index).
Logistic principal component analysis for dimensionality reduction was significantly efficient in addressing
the collinearity problem. In addition, to address the nonlinear pattern, a higher C-index was achieved using
extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost). The results of the analysis showed that the symptomswere statistically
significant for the hazard rate. Among the symptoms, respiratory and pneumonia symptoms resulted in
the highest hazard level, which can help in the preliminary identification of high-risk patients. Among
various background variables, the influence of age, chronic disease, and their interaction were identified as
significant. The use of XGBoost revealed that the hazards were minimized during middle age and increased
for younger and older people without any chronic diseases, with only the elderly having a higher risk of
chronic disease. These results imply that patients with respiratory and pneumonia symptoms or older patients
should be given medical attention.

INDEX TERMS COVID-19, survival analysis, Cox regression, machine learning, XGBoost, logistic PCA,
dimensionality reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is
one of the most challenging problems currently being faced
around the globe. COVID-19 is a novel and highly conta-
gious respiratory disease caused by severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 [29]. The emergence of COVID-19
was officially reported first in Wuhan, China, and the dis-
ease has spread exponentially, affecting the lives of people
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throughout the world. The death rate due to COVID-19 has
been significant, and the situation is ongoing.

Therefore, identifying factors that affect the hazard rate and
determining the probability of survival are crucial. Assessing
the symptoms of COVID-19 is beneficial because they can
be used as early signs of risk. Typically, expert observa-
tions and medical examinations are used to make decisions
regarding hospitalization procedures, treatments, and patient
discharge. However, when medical resources become scarce
owing to an outbreak of COVID-19, quick primary deci-
sions that depend on limited resources and information are
required.
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In this study, we conducted a survival analysis to assess
associations between the time to death and symptoms and
other variables, such as the age and chronic diseases of
infected people. The main goal was to identify the key
symptoms correlated with the hazard rate using a machine
learning-based dimensionality reduction and extreme gradi-
ent boosting (XGBoost) approach to survival analysis. The
conventional Cox regression model was implemented first
because it is a baseline model, and the results are more inter-
pretable. Coding several symptoms results in many binary
variables, which may introduce high levels of collinearity
and problems with model convergence. An autoencoder deep
neural network combined with the Cox model was employed
to solve these problems and enhance prediction accuracy [4].
Although the autoencoder successfully improved prediction
accuracy, some limitations were identified.

First, only age and sex were included in the model; thus,
the model may not be adjusted for symptoms and some
other important confounding variables, such as presence of
chronic diseases. Second, the fitted coefficients for the symp-
toms may be of limited use in the Cox model because the
extent to which the correlation of raw variables is weak-
ened by the autoencoder and how raw variables may affect
the risk has not been clearly established through validation.
Only empirical results were verified, for example, with the
concordance index (C-index). Despite having a high predic-
tion accuracy, the improved autoencoder deep neural net-
work model did not provide easily interpretable results, and
further detailed analyses of how the variables affected the
risk were not conducted. Another study [36] revealed that
employing various artificial intelligence (AI) systems was
not sufficiently helpful in some cases because most avail-
able datasets were not well-designed and exhibited sampling
bias.

Therefore, we clarified the characteristics and geographic
scope of the analyzed data to minimize the sampling bias
problem and guarantee reliable results. To solve the collinear-
ity problem, we propose a dimensionality-reduction tech-
nique called logistic principal component analysis (PCA) for
multiple binary outcomes. The proposed approach for dimen-
sionality reduction can provide interpretable results for binary
vectors. In addition, it provides more stable inference and
prediction in survival models. Although the predictive per-
formance of machine learning-based algorithms is typically
excellent, we begin with the Cox model, which is a rather
traditional model for survival data. The motivation for this
approach is the need for establishing an explainable model
for COVID-19 datasets in the midst of the pandemic. A direct
and deep understanding of the relationship between the risk
of death and various patient symptoms is expected to be pos-
sible by employing the Cox model. More advanced machine
learning algorithms, such as XGBoost [6], were additionally
examined. We used the recently developed accumulated local
effects (ALE) plot to identify the effects of symptoms and
background variables. The main contributions of this study
are summarized as follows:

1) We study the relationship between the hazard and
symptoms of COVID-19 in the East Asia region, partic-
ularly in the Philippines, which can provide diagnostic
criteria for COVID-19 based on symptoms. In addition,
the effects of background variables such as sex, age,
and the presence of chronic diseases were analyzed.

2) We use the recently developed PCA for binary vec-
tors representing symptoms to address the problem
of severe collinearity. Substantial improvement in the
prediction by the Cox regression, as measured by the
C-index, is achieved.

3) The survival analysis is conducted using XGBoost and
the conventional Cox model. The use of XGBoost
increases the C-index and provides sufficiently mean-
ingful and interpretable results.

4) We found that respiratory and pneumonia are important
symptoms that increase the hazard level of COVID-19-
infected patients. Because symptoms can be identified
immediately, this observation can be practically useful
in identifying high-risk patients and making a quick
primary decision based on limited resources and infor-
mation in the current situation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, a literature review is summarized. The datasets,
data preprocessing, and Cox regression are presented in
Sections III and IV. Sections VI and V discuss the results
obtained using the conventional Cox model and XGBoost.
Finally, we discuss some issues, including the limitations of
the study, in Section VII, and provide concluding remarks
regarding this research in Section VIII.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been various studies on the analysis and pre-
diction of COVID-19 outcomes. The applications of AI and
prediction in COVID-19 were surveyed by [17]. For spe-
cific tasks, classification of COVID-19 when using imaging,
CT, and multimodal data was conducted by [15], [16], [35].
In addition, the spread of COVID-19 and its evolution are
interesting topics discussed in the literature [12], [32].

The importance of various attributes in the classification
was also studied [10]. To assess attributes that might be
related to the mortality and symptoms of COVID-19 patients,
many studies have employed conventional survival methods,
such as the Kaplan-Meier estimator and Cox model. Among
them, [21], [24], [31] used the Cox model and identified
age as a common risk factor significantly affecting hazard
rates. In addition, in the model, they included other risk
factors, such as demographics, including sex and region, and
laboratory measurements, such as white blood cell count and
albumin levels, as well as the presence of certain chronic
diseases. The datasets used in the studies were collected from
specific regions of India, China, and Mexico.

Because doctors can easily ascertain them at the early
stages of hospitalization, symptoms may be used as a
primary identifier to assess the associated risks. In this
sense, introducing a symptom-based model considering basic
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demographic factors, such as sex and age, may be consid-
erably useful in practice. It has been proven that the Cox
model is a remarkably powerful tool for modeling data
subject to censoring because of its flexibility and reason-
able interpretability. Therefore, we began modeling our data
using this model. However, improvement may be required to
model complex data and capture its important characteris-
tics, necessitating the use of machine learning approaches.
Moreover, our dataset contains many correlated variables.
Machine learning techniques have been used in survival
analyses of hazards and in accelerated failure time (AFT)
models. Survival trees [5] and XGBoost [6] are represen-
tative approaches that are well-suited for the complex data
used in hazard modeling. Applying a survival analysis using
AFT, [6], [19] proposed a variable selection algorithm with
a Dantzig selector, i.e., an L2 and L1 penalty, which uses
weighted least squares for censored observations. Various
penalizing approaches have been adapted to the AFT model.
Although AFT modeling is simpler than hazard modeling,
it does not directly provide the values of the hazards. The
AFT model can have limitations in terms of providing a
comprehensive understanding of the hazard functions, which
is crucial for decision making.

Furthermore, dimensionality-reduction algorithms are
employed to alleviate the collinearity of the symptom vari-
ables. Dimensionality reduction involves the projection of
high- to low-dimensional variables, retaining the maximum
achievable amount of information from the original data. This
algorithm is useful in avoiding the curse of dimensionality
and improving interpretability. PCA [27] is a conventional
approach that has good interpretability and can be used to
address collinearity [7], [25]; autoencoder-decoders [20] can
be used for dimensionality reduction and have been described
in some studies [4]. An autoencoder is flexible and can be
applied to various problems; however, its interpretation is
challenging. A conventional PCA is intractable when the data
are assumed to follow a distribution from the exponential
family, including the Bernoulli distribution. A PCA for the
exponential family of distributions [23] was proposed to
address this intractability. A more elaborate algorithm for
Bernoulli data was proposed in [22]. This method uses a
conventional PCA approach for the probability of binary
outcomes on the logit scale and requires cross-validation to
tune the approximation.

III. DATA AND PREPROCESSING
We preprocessed the data archived in kaggle (COVID-19
line list data.csv on [18]). These data were gathered world-
wide and are comprised of 33 variables, including symptoms
(expressed as simple phrases), the date of onset of the symp-
toms, the outcome (death/discharged/others), and outcome
date. Other variables include the confirmed date, sex, age,
chronic disease, as well as geographic information such as
country, province, longitude, and latitude and miscellaneous
information, such as travel and hospital admission date.

FIGURE 1. Frequency of country in the Surv-COVID-19.

The time to onset of symptoms (in days), time to end
of follow-up, and censoring indicator for whether death
is observed are essential in survival analysis. Therefore,
we gathered COVID-19 confirmed cases for which these
three variables were observed. The survival time is the dura-
tion between the onset of symptoms and follow-up ending
time, whereas right censoring occurs by discharge and other
events. The censoring indicator is 0 when the failure time
(time to death) is right-censored and is 1 for noncensored
events.

In the original data, symptoms were written as short
phrases. By observing words in all phrases, we chose
15 words to represent the symptoms, which are displayed
in the last 15 rows of Table 1. Symptoms can overlap for
a patient, and many patients present with multiple symp-
toms. Therefore, we used a 15-dimensional binary vector
corresponding to the symptoms. If there is a blank phrase,
the binary vector corresponding to that phrase is a zero
vector.1 We dropped the records when other variables were
unavailable.

We carefully chose the following meaningful variables in
the original data: sex, age, latitude, longitude, chronic dis-
ease (abbreviated as chronic), and variables regarding travel
information. These variables are referred to as background
variables in this study. Sex and chronic are binary variables
denoted by male/female and no/yes, respectively, and travel
information is expanded to two dummy binary variables, indi-
cated by yes and nowith amissing reference. The age variable
was nearly continuous, and only four values were recorded
as intervals, such as 80∼89; we imputed the value with the
midpoint of the interval in these cases (85 in this example).
Subsequently, we divided the age variable by 10 and rounded
it down to an integer to examine the effect of age more
succinctly. In addition, we decided to use the latitude and
longitude from the geographical information because they

1Based on a exploration of the data, the mean survival times for blank and
nonblank phrases are 13.04 and 17.19, respectively. This implies that the
blank phrase can be a ‘‘reference’’ for nonblank phrases because it can indi-
cate a lower hazard rate compared to symptoms with phrases. Nonphrases
can be interpreted as nonnegligible symptoms rather than the lack of phrases.
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TABLE 1. Mean and standard deviation of variables in the
Surv-COVD-19 data. Continuous variables are denoted by
‘‘conti,’’ and other variables are 0/1 binary variables.

provide more detailed information than countries, provinces,
and cities.

After preprocessing, the remaining records were mostly
from East Asia and collected in 2020. A few records
were from countries far from East Asia, including Canada,
Gambia, France, and Germany; we excluded records from
these countries, together with those from countries from
which the samples numbered less than five. Finally, 744 sam-
ples were selected for analysis. The selected dataset was
referred to as ‘‘Surv-COVID-19’’ and the data are presented
in Table 1. Our preprocessing considered the blank symptoms
as a baseline. The frequency of countries in Surv-COVID-19
is shown in Figure 1. Approximately 75% of the samples
came from the Philippines. Thus, this study can be considered
a case study of the East Asian region with a focus on the
Philippines.

IV. COX REGRESSION FOR SURVIVAL ANALYSIS
Survival analysis models a survival function and hazard, inci-
dent rate of failure or death, and nonnegative failure time as
follows:

S(t | x) = P(T > t | x) = exp
(
−

∫ t

0
λ(s | x)ds

)
, (1)

where λ(t | x) := limδ↓0 P(δ + t > T ≥ t | T ≥ t, x)/δ is
the hazard of T provided x. The hazard function is nonnega-
tively defined on [0,∞), leading to

∫ t
0 λ(s | x)ds increasing

in t. Various approaches have been introduced to model
λ(t | x). Using parametric models by assuming a specific
distribution (such as exponential, Weibull, log-normal, and

Pareto distributions) for T given x can be inadequate because
we do not have sufficient prior information.

In contrast to parametric modeling, purely nonparamet-
ric modeling requires extremely large samples. The Cox
model is a compromised semiparametric model that is
promising [8], [9]. It is sufficiently efficient in estimating the
parametric term even when the data size is moderate.

In the conventional Cox model, the hazard is modeled as

λ(t | x) = λ0(t) exp(xᵀβ), (2)

where λ0(·) is a baseline hazard function, and β ∈ 2 ⊂ Rd

is a vector of coefficients. Here, the first and second terms
in (2) are nonparametric and parametric terms, respectively.
The second term, referred to as the risk score, represents
whether the hazard function has a higher or lower value than
the baseline. Based on the Cox model, many extensions,
such as the nonparametric or nonlinear extension, exist in the
parametric term [34], and a time-varying coefficient model
using a β(t) vector-function depending on t [14] exists.

Usually, duration T (often called failure time) is right-
censored by censoring variable C as follows:

Y = min(T ,C), δ = I(T ≤ C), (3)

where the hazard of T is λ(t | x), C is generated from a
distributionG, and T ⊥ C | x.Here, I(·) is an indicator func-
tion, and δ is the censoring indicator, where 0 implies censor-
ing. Random samples of (Y , δ, x) are denoted by (Yi, δi, xi),
i = 1, . . . , n. Given random samples, a partial likelihood is
usually used to estimate the score [8], [9]. In fitting various
models, we standardize all continuous variables and use pack-
ages in R.

A. EVALUATION OF MODEL PERFORMANCE
The model performance needs to be evaluated for survival
analysis. We used the C-index, which is defined as [33]

C-index =

∑
i
∑

j δiI(Yi < Yj)I(η̂(xi) > η̂(xj))∑
i
∑

j δiI(Yi < Yj)
, (4)

where η̂(x) is an estimate of the risk score provided x. In the
conventional Cox model, η(xi) = exp(xᵀi β). The C-index
is a metric for evaluating predictions; it is the proportion
of concordant pairs among possible evaluation pairs of risk
score and observed time Y . The C-index is preferred because
it is widely used in machine learning and AI fields and is
closely related to the area under the curve [13]. The C-index
has a value between 0 and 1, where a value of 0.5 implies a
random guess of the risk score.

A data-driven approach can be applied when considering
the model selection or tuning hyperparameters using the
C-index. For example, the data are split into training and test
data, and the predicted hazard based on the trained model
is used to calculate the C-index of the test data. The model
or hyperparameters are selected using the C-index. This
approach is applicable even when the model is not nested.
By contrast, the Akaike information criterion [1] calculated
on all data is not typically used in non-nested models.
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FIGURE 2. C-index with varying numbers of PC(s), where each sky-blue
bar denotes the C-index from the raw data.

V. SEMI-PARAMETRIC COX MODEL WITH
DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
We conducted a logistic PCA for binary vectors of symptoms
and adapted the conventional Cox regression with principal
components (PCs). Applying the Cox regression yields a
symptom effect on the hazard rate through the β coefficient.

A. LOGISTIC PCA AND BINARY VARIABLES OF SYMPTOMS
We found that chronic disease was a significant risk factor
for mortality in COVID-19 patients; thus, we included it
in the model and studied its effects and possible interac-
tions. First, we applied conventional Cox regression using
variables such as gender, age, chronic, latitude, longitude,
and travel, together with the binary vectors of symptoms.
We added interactions between age and chronic conditions
to investigate age-dependent chronic effects. Applying the
Cox model resulted in a warning of nonconvergence, where
some estimates of coefficients were infinite. The predicted
risk, ignoring the NA, can be used to calculate the C-index;
however, the estimates are not reliable and interpretable. The
reason for non-convergence in applying the model may be
due to the correlation between the binary vectors caused by
symptoms overlapping for each patient, and some of them
could be strongly correlated.

A dimensionality reduction algorithm, logistic PCA, was
applied to solve the divergence problem. A PCA provides
orthogonal PCs that are not correlated. Therefore, PCA has
often been used to solve collinearity problems [7], [22], [25].
Moreover, the practical use of a logistic PCAwas studied [30]
and the problem of collinearity caused by binary variables
with many zero values was successfully addressed. Mean-
while, various models, including generalized linear mod-
els [26], can have collinearity problems. The Cox model
has the same problem, which can be verified through
the variance of the maximum likelihood estimator of β
(see Appendix A). Consequently, we used a logistic PCA to
address the collinearity problem in the Cox model.

TABLE 2. Estimates of coefficients, their standard errors, and p-values.
‘‘age:chronic’’ denotes the interaction.

Unlike conventional PCA, in logistic PCA, dimensionality
reduction is performed on the logit scale for the probability of
the binary outcome. PCs are real numbers, which are related
to the logit of the probability. For the formal definition of
logistic PCA, we assumed that elements of an n × p dimen-
sional binary matrix were as follows:

xij ∼ Bernoulli(pij), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , p}. (5)

We let θij = log(pij/(1 − pij)), and θ i = (θi1, . . . , θip)ᵀ.
Subsequently, PC scores were obtained as

ζ i = Uᵀ(θ̃ i − µ), (6)

where θ̃ i is an estimate of θ i in a saturated model, and (µ,U)
are the solutions that minimize the Bernoulli deviance as

argminµ,U

n∑
i=1

p∑
j=1

[
−2θ̂ijxij + 2 log(1+ exp(θ̂ij))

]
, (7)

where θ̂ i = µ + UUᵀ(θ̃ i − µ). Here, µ ∈ Rp,U ∈ Rp×b

is an orthonormal matrix, and b-dimensional PC scores ζi are
on the domain of logit. In practice, θ̃ij is set to m and −m
for xij = 1 and xij = 0, respectively, where large m > 0 is
selected by cross-validation using the negative log-likelihood
in each PCA procedure.

The largest value of logit indicates a high probability of
the corresponding symptom. A logistic PCA is a method for
reducing the dimensionality; therefore, a criterion for select-
ing the number of PCs is required.Moreover, the logistic PCA
procedure does not guarantee that the first PC will not change
with the number of PCs. The same is true for the second and
subsequent PCs. Since it is a data-driven approach, we used
the C-index from the test data to tune the number of PCs.
We randomly divided the available data evenly into training
and test datasets of equal sizes.

Next, we computed the C-index values with PCs having
dimensions within the range of 1–14. The C-index was also
calculated using a raw 15-dimensional binary vector. Figure 2
shows the average C-index from 100 repetitions with various
numbers of PCs and the raw binary vector, where the bar to
the right of each column denotes the raw results. Interestingly,
the logistic PCA increased the C-index compared to the raw
symptom binary vector at smaller PC numbers. When the
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TABLE 3. Normalized loading vectors for PC1 and PC2, where the logistic PCA is conducted in the domain of logit.

number of PCs was 1, the C-index had the best value. Fur-
thermore, when the number of PCs was 2, the C-index was
closer to the best value than that of cases with other numbers
of PCs.

B. EFFECT OF SYMPTOMS AND BACKGROUND VARIABLE
Applying the conventional Cox model with one PC to all data
verified that the PCwas not statistically significant. However,
when we used two PCs, we found a significant PC, and the
log-rank test statistics for model significance were slightly
higher than those of the PCmodel. Based on this observation,
we tuned the number of PCs to 2, thereby achieving a C-index
superior to that of the raw data and slightly smaller than the
best value, as shown in Figure 2.
We obtained a C-index of 0.691 using all records in the

Surv-COVOD-19 with the selected variables. The estimated
parameters are summarized in Table 2. The table shows the
effects in PC2 significant at a level of 0.05: age, chronic, inter-
action between age and chronic, and longitude. To interpret
the results, we first describe the effects of the background
variables and the symptoms. For the background variables,
the effects of age, chronic, longitude, and interaction between
age and chronic were statistically significant at a significance
level of 0.05. Because the estimated coefficients were positive
for age and chronic, patients who are older or suffer from
chronic diseases have a higher risk of death. Furthermore,
the eastern region exhibited a higher risk than the western
region. Moreover, we observed that the interaction between
age and chronic adverse events adversely affected the level of
risk. This implies that the risk from age is relatively low for
a patient with a chronic disease compared to a patient with
a nonchronic disease. This occurs because the presence of
a chronic disease already carries a high risk, and age is not
found to contribute substantial additional risk.

To thoroughly clarify the effect of the symptoms,
we present the normalized loading vector of each PC in
Table 3. The first PC was not statistically significant.
We focus on the interpretation of the second PC (PC2), which
had a positive correlation with the hazard. The bold and
italicized types in Table 3 severely affect PC2. The hazard
ratios of respiratory, pneumonia, coughing, fever, fatigue, and
headache symptoms are reported in Table 4. Here, the hazard
ratio is the ratio between hazard functions given the corre-
sponding symptoms labeled as 1 and 0 when the background
variables are fixed. Therefore, respiratory, pneumonia, and
cough symptoms, if appearing with a high probability, tend
to increase the hazard level.

TABLE 4. Hazard ratio with respect to baseline hazard for the symptoms
of respiratory, pneumonia, cough, fever, fatigue, and headache.

VI. XGBoost FOR SURVIVAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we extend xᵀβ to f(x) in Eq. (2) of the
conventional Cox regression. XGBoost models f(x) using
numerous trees. The success of XGBoost is usually found
in the kaggle competition and particularly in moderate-sized
structured datasets in various fields. Motivated by the success
of XGBoost, we extended our model to a nonlinear f(x). The
effectiveness of a logistic PCA for solving the divergence
problem can differ, depending on whether the conventional
Cox model or XGBoost is applied. We conducted additional
numerical studies concerning the Cox model with XGBoost,
similar to that described in Section V-B, the results of which
are presented in Appendix B. We found that using raw vari-
ables causes a nonconvergence problem, but it can be solved
using a lower number of PCs, which increases the C-index.
Based on the C-index, we chose two PCs; for details of such
selection, refer to Appendix B. The result of XGBoost when
applied to all data results in a C-index of 0.7443, which is
significantly superior to that of the conventional Cox model.
For learning using XGBoost, we applied a learning rate η
of 0.01, a total of 5,000 iterations, and a stopping rule after
every 50 rounds. The stopping rule requires that the iterations
stop when the loss function, based on the negative log partial
likelihood of the training data, continuously increases to the
assigned number of rounds.

First, to observe the prediction in detail, we explored the
survival functions of all patients, as shown in Figure 3. The
fluctuations in the survival function are large from one patient
to another, implying that the symptoms and background vari-
ables have a significant effect. In addition, Figure 4 presents
the survival functions for important symptoms that appear in
Subsection V-B. In this figure, the corresponding symptom
variable is 1, and the other variables are 0; in addition, the
baseline survival function is drawn when all variables are 0.
Based on the figure, the respiratory and pneumonia symptoms
result in higher hazards compared to other symptoms. Thus,
the result is the same as that of the conventional Cox regres-
sion, except for cough symptoms. Because the C-index of
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FIGURE 3. Survival functions for all samples.

FIGURE 4. Survival function for each symptom, where other variables are
set to 0. The survival functions for cough, fever, fatigue, headache, and
baseline were approximately the same, whereas those for pneumonia
and respiratory function were nearly approximately identical.

XGBoost is higher, the effect of cough symptoms might have
been inflated when applying the conventional Cox model.

A. EFFECT OF VARIABLES
To precisely examine the effect of variables on the risk
score on the log scale, we plotted the ALE, as proposed
by [3]. The ALE can address certain deficits, such as the
effects of non-realistic samples in the partial dependency
plot (PDP) [11], and represents the average effect in the
prediction. The ALE is centered by subtracting the mean or
a constant; therefore, the average or level is not meaningful,
and only the variation in the ALE is important. The applica-
tion of ALE to binary variables can have certain limitations.
Thus, for binary or ternary variables, such as sex, chronic,
and travel, we generated a bar plot to present the marginal
effects. The values of the chronic variables are all the same,
conditioned on no travel, which led to the generation of a bar
plot conditioned on travel-y = 1.

Figures 5–7 show the ALE and marginal effect plots.
As expected, nonlinear modeling f(x) resulted in a higher
C-index, which clearly reveals the nonlinear effects of PC2.
The ALE plot of PC1 was approximately constant. Interest-
ingly, ALE abruptly increased for the higher value of PC2.
The effect of age was drawn conditioned on the chronic
variable because the effects of age were expected to be dif-
ferent, as observed in the results of the conventional Cox
regression. In the absence of chronic disease, the effect of
age was stronger. The hazard was greater for younger people

FIGURE 5. ALE plots for PC1–2 (top), latitude, and longitude (bottom).

and decreased until approximately age 40-49. After that,
the hazard increased with age. Therefore, younger individ-
uals, including infants/toddlers and older people, exhibited
a higher hazard level. For subjects with a chronic disease,
the hazard level increased in an approximately monotonical
manner and exhibited a drastic increment in those close to
70 years of age. Therefore, the effect of age was nonlinear
and had a U-shape for nonchronic diseases, at least for the
population infected by COVID-19. Remarkably, the effect
of age increased in an approximately monotonical manner
for chronic diseases and exhibited a smaller curvature than
that for nonchronic diseases, implying that the effect of age
was less dominant than that of nonchronic diseases. Because
younger individuals, including infants/toddlers, are fragile
and do not usually have chronic diseases, they contributed
to the hazard mainly through nonchronic diseases. Moreover,
the percentage of chronic disease is 0.00 for patients aged less
than 20 years and 0.375 for those over the age of 20, and the
number of subjects with ages less than 10 and 20 years were
approximately 3% and 5%, respectively.

The effect of latitude was completely localized on narrow
regions, and that of longitude increased after the mean longi-
tude (relatively eastward). A higher hazard rate was observed
in the relatively western region. The increasing tendency may
only be identified in the conventional Cox regression because
most data are concentrated in the positive region (see the rug
in the longitudinal ALE in Figure 6). The sample size from
western regions, such as Singapore, Vietnam, and China, was
approximately 115, which was relatively small.

Themarginal effects of sex, chronic, and travel information
show that the hazard level is high in cases of females and
no travel or missing travel information, as well as for the
presence of chronic diseases. These observations should be
carefully interpreted because the correlation between vari-
ables can be strong. In the conventional Cox regression,
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FIGURE 6. ALE plots for variables of age, conditioned on chronic.

FIGURE 7. Marginal effect plots for variables of sex, chronic provided
travel-y = 1, travel-y/n, and missing.

the effects of sex and travel variables were not statistically
significant, implying a nonsignificant conditional effect (not
a marginal effect). Here, the conditional effect is the effect
when other variables are specified. These observations can be
used to achieve complete comprehension when considering
causality.

VII. DISCUSSION
A. DISCUSSION ON MODELING COVID-19 DATA
There are five recommendations, given by [28], for
high-quality research on modeling COVID-19 data. They
focus mainly on binary classification problems using image
data, which is somewhat different from our study. Neverthe-
less, the recommendations have some general implications
for our study as well. This motivates us to discuss some issues
regarding these recommendations. First, they pointed out the
problem of bias in the data. The data we used was collected
mostly in Asia, and therefore, one must be cautious of the
generalization of the results of our study. However, our mod-
els were adjusted by age and sex, and their distributions were
not skewed, which we believe can avoid bias problems in
data coming frommissing demographic information. Second,
they emphasized the importance of external validation for
generalization andmodel interpretability inmodel evaluation.
Although we did not use independent external validation,
we adopted internal holdout validation by splitting the train-
ing and test sets for generalization in evaluating prediction
performance. We also note that the models we used provide
interpretable results since the Cox model together with logis-
tic PCA provided p-values and identified which demographic
factors or symptoms significantly affect the risk of death.
We also offered ALE plots for interpretability when using

XGboost. Finally, for the reproducibility of our research,
we disclose the dataset we used and the important parts of
our codes as recommended in [28].

B. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
We discuss the limitations of this study and directions for
further studies. The dataset used in this paper was relatively
small, collected in Asian regions. Therefore, a larger dataset
spanningmore regions of the world is required to achieve reli-
able generalizability. Additionally, our study aimed to deter-
mine the correlation between symptoms/background vari-
ables and the hazard of death by COVID-19. Correlation
does not necessarily demonstrate causation, and assessment
of causation can be a direction of further study.

C. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL PCA
The use of conventional PCA and sparse PCA can be con-
sidered, although the conventional PCAs are frequently used
for Gaussian or continuous variables. We conducted PCA
and sparse PCA, implemented in R, to compare the results
with logistic PCA. For a fair comparison, we use the first
two components of PCA and sparse PCA for the conven-
tional Cox model and XGBoost. Interestingly, the C-indexes
were almost the same for the three approaches, i.e., 0.691,
0.693, and 0.693 for the logistic PCA, PCA, and sparse
PCA in the conventional Cox model, respectively. Addi-
tionally, the log-rank test statistics (higher values imply the
strong significance of the model) were 287.9, 287.7, and
287.7, respectively. However, the two PCs of PCA and sparse
PCA were not significant, and the weights of crucial fac-
tors such as pneumonia were not dominant in the two PCs.
In contrast, the logistic PCA provided the PCs, the second
of which significantly captured the crucial factors. Further-
more, the C-indexes of logistic PCA, PCA, and sparse PCA
in XGBoost were 0.7443, 0.7417, and 0.7417, respectively,
among which the logistic PCA had the largest C-index.
Although the difference in performance measures between
the three approaches seems somewhat slight, logistic PCA
has advantages such as 1) better interpretability verifying the
data generating regime for a binary outcome, 2) the ability to
reveal the significance of PCs, and 3) achieving the greatest
improvement of the C-index in XGBoost compared to the
conventional Cox.

VIII. CONCLUSION
We performed a survival analysis on Surv-COVID-19 data
collected within the East Asia region, mainly from the Philip-
pines, to assess the risk of death for patients infected by
COVID-19 based on symptoms and background variables.
In the analysis, the dimensionality reduction for binary vec-
tors was successfully adapted, and conventional Cox regres-
sion was used to infer the effects of symptoms adjusted for
background variables. Furthermore, XGBoost was examined,
and we improved the performance measured by the C-index.
The most acute symptoms were respiratory and pneumonia.
The effects of age on nonchronic diseases were identified
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as U-shaped, and the effects of sex, longitude, and travel
information were explored.

Our study revealed various aspects of COVID-19 haz-
ards, which can be helpful in exploring the risk factors of
COVID-19 and managing patients efficiently. Under the cur-
rent situation, where the number of beds in hospitals is
insufficient, COVID-19-infected patients are often isolated
and treated at home. Thus, it is difficult to expect help from
experts or medical examinations. Because symptoms can be
identified almost immediately, even if they are not completely
accurate, the risk of death can be assessed for patients based
on their symptoms with some background variables, and sub-
sequently, at-risk wait-at-home patients can be hospitalized
in a timely manner. In addition, among inpatients, it may be
necessary to intensively manage severe or high-risk patients
and discharge patients with reduced risks. Information on
the symptoms can have a primary filtering role for quick
decision-making. The results of our analysis show that risk
management of patients with respiratory and pneumonia
symptoms, as well as elderly patients, is crucial, and med-
ical resources should be employed to treat them. In sum-
mary, comprehending the risk factors, including symptoms of
COVID-19-infected patients, not only contributes to lowering
themortality rate by rapidly identifying high-risk patients, but
is also extremely important for the appropriate management
of medical systems and resources. Finally, we believe that
future studies are needed to gather more confidential big data
globally and adapt causal models to guarantee the causality
of the analysis.

APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
COVARIANCE MATRIX OF β̂ OF COX MODEL
Here, we show the asymptotic covariance matrix of the
maximum likelihood estimator β̂, which is affected by the
collinearity of explanatory variables. According to [2], under
an assumption such as Y1 < Y2 · · · < Yn,

Cov
(√

nβ̂
)
≈

(
n∑
i=1

I(δi = 1)X̃
>

i:nW i:nX̃ i:n/n

)−1
(8)

where X̃ i:n =
(
xi − µi, · · · , xn − µi

)>
,

µi =

∑
j:Yj≥Yi xj exp(x

>
j β0)∑

j:Yj≥Yi exp(x
>
j β0)

, (9)

W i:n = Diag

{
exp(x>j β0)∑

k:Yk≥Yi exp(x
>
k β0)

}
j:Yj≥Yi

. (10)

Here, β̂ and β0 are the maximum likelihood estimator and
true value of β, respectively. Therefore, collinearity can cause
a larger variance by almost singularity of X̃ i:n, causing insta-
bility in the prediction of survival functions.

FIGURE 8. C-index and ratio of nonconvergence in XGBoost with respect
to the number of PC(s), where the sky-blue bar indicates the original
variables.

APPENDIX B
EFFECT OF LOGISTICS PCA ON COX REGRESSION WITH
XGBOOST AND SELECTION OF THE NUMBER OF PCS
We conducted numerical studies for a logistic PCA on the
Cox regression with XGBoost. We randomly split the entire
dataset into training and test datasets, as in the case of a
conventional Cox regression. Because XGBoost requires a
relatively large number of samples compared to conventional
methods, we used 70% of the available data as training data
and the rest as the test data. We conducted 100 training
procedures and calculated the C-index on the test dataset.
The average C-index from 100 iterations was calculated,
as shown in Figure 8. The left side of the figure shows the
C-index based on the number of PCs, and the right side of
the figure shows the proportion with the warning of noncon-
vergence among the 100 replications. We plotted the C-index
from 1 to 12 PCs because the proportion of replications with a
warning of nonconvergence increased to nearly 1 for 12 PCs.
We verified that raw variables and large-dimensional PCs
could cause numerical instability. In particular, raw variables
always caused a nonconvergence warning. Even when using
all the data, a nonconvergence warning appeared for the raw
variables. A reasonable number of PCs ranges from 1 to
approximately 6 when considering the ratio of nonconver-
gence warnings. We can choose two as the number of PCs
for maximizing the C-index. The second highest C-index was
achieved at 10 PCs. However, the proportion of replications
with the nonconvergence warning was 1 in this case.
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